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Against the wind 
JMU senior Rich Barney takes advantage of warm weather Wednesday and goes wind surfing on Newman Lake. 
Staff photo by STEPHEN JAFFE 
Students can offer flood help 
By Kyra Scarton 
assistant news editor  
Although flood waters subsided last week, 
cleanup workers still are paddling against the cur- 
rent. 
Local clean up projects have been in operation 
for more than two weeks, but coordinators report 
much work still needs to be done. 
While a majority of the affected area in Rock 
ingham County has been cleared, there is a need 
for assistance with reconstruction, said Bob Burns, 
disaster coordinator for the American Red Cross. 
"This is basically the sort of thing students have 
been doing and 1 hope will continue to be doing 
until things are reasonably back to normal," Burns 
said. 
State officials have estimated flood damage at 
about $753 million in Virginia. Twenty-two flood- 
related deaths have been reported. 
About $28 million in damage has been reported 
in Rockingham County, where four deaths and 16 
injuries have been reported. The county is included 
in the region President Ronald Reagan declared a 
federal disaster area. 
In 64 counties in Maryland, Pennsylvania, West 
Virginia and Virginia, 13,319 homes were 
destroyed or damaged by the flood, according to a 
report filed Monday morning. 
In Virginia, 465 homes were destroyed, 675 sus- 
tained major damage and 2,570 had minor 
damage, the report stated. This was in a 22-county 
region. 
Burns said 10 to 15 volunteers are in the Rock- 
ingham field daily. The service center had been set 
up in Bridgewater. 
The Red Cross is assisting victims with im- 
mediate clothing, food and temporary housing in 
motels, rental trailers and apartments to replace 
what was lost in the flood, he said. Medicine will 
be available "if absolutely necessary." 
Case registration for assistance also is available 
through the Red Cross, but not many residents 
have applied, he said. 
The organization is seeking donations to help 
flood victims. It is low on funds "due to the ter- 
rific number of storms and disasters" that have oc- 
curred this year, Burns said. 
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Donations can be sent to: Disaster 
Fund, Harrisonburg/Rockingham 
Chapter of the American Red Cross, 
Room 504, Sovran Bank Building, 
Harrisonburg, VA 22801. 
Vans depart daily from the 
Virginia Mennonite Conference 
Center, where work now is concen- 
trated in West Virginia. 
Volunteers are needed most to 
shovel mud out of houses and 
basements, said Bernard Martin, 
chairman of Mennonite Disaster Ser- 
vices for the Shenandoah Valley. 
"Later on we'll go into outdoor 
cleaning." 
Between 120 and 140 volunteers 
were at flood sites Nov. 9, the Satur- 
day after the disaster, he said. 
Workers were concentrated in Briary 
Branch, Bridgewater and Rawley 
Springs. 
Volunteers range from high school 
students to retired people, Martin 
said. "It's an across-the-board scat- 
tering." 
About 100 volunteers went out 
Saturday. Twenty-five workers 
traveled to West Virginia Monday 
and two vans were scheduled to leave 
Tuesday morning. 
"It goes up and down as people 
feel like donating a day's worth of 
time," he said. More volunteers are 
available on the weekend but many 
have volunteered after taking a day 
off work. 
"Basically we funnel manpower 
just to help the people," he said. 
All organizations report more 
than enough clothing has been 
donated. "That just came in by the 
truckload." Bedclothes such as 
sheets and comforters still are need- 
ed, he said. 
Food is available at relief centers 
in the region. 
Cleanup work will continue, but 
reconstruction cannot be considered 
for at least six weeks, he said. 
"I know it's going to take a 
tremendous amount of money to 
buy supplies for reconstruction," 
Martin said. With victims applying 
for financial assistance, "there's go- 
ing to be a lot of paperwork." 
Volunteers should contact the 
Mennonite Relief Services at 
434-9727 or 434-4455, ext. 220. 
Evelyn Krai/ helps coordinate the 
• volunteers at the Mennonite center. 
"They just go in and scoop out 
mud," she said. Volunteers work to 
salvage furniture and wash down 
walls. 
Wood blocking riverways is chop- 
ped into managaable pieces and is 
distributed to those whose wood 
supplies was washed away. 
"It's very dirty work," she said. 
Workers are asked to get tetanus 
shots. They also should bring 
shovels and cleanup supplies. 
The Harrisonburg/Rockingham 
Community Services Board/Mental 
Health Services need money for 
publications. 
"Obviously we didn't plan for a 
natural disaster this year," said 
Kevin Hoschar, director of the 
Listening Ear hotline program. 
A brochure, which will cost about 
$50, is being prepared to help 
volunteers deal with the crisis, he 
said. 
"They are at risk because they've 
seen a lot* of the damage," he said. 
"It does have a definite stress risk." 
A second brochure will be directed 
at the general adult population. It 
will be aimed at those without 
children and will cost about $100.. 
About 9,000 pamphlets have been 
distributed through local schools to 
help parents deal with the crisis. 
A coloring book will be produced 
for preschool/elementary children, 
he said. The cost is about $1,000. 
Hoschar has been working with 
the JMU office of student affairs 
and the Student Government 
Association. 
Contributions can be mailed to: 
SGA, Box M-41, Campus Mail, or 
call the office at x6376. 
SGA President Helen MacNabb is 
coordinating the project. The SGA is 
working with The Salvation Army to 
determine families student organiza- 
tions can sponsor. 
The Salvation Army is preparing 
for the holidays, said Lt. Bob Hart- 
sook, commander of the Harrison- 
burg corp. 
About 700 food baskets were 
distributed at Thanksgiving last 
year, he said. The demand will be 
greater this year. 
"There's a definite need for 
food," Hartsook said. Volunteers in 
the field have been distributing cof- 
fee and sandwiches as well as truck- 
ing food into distribution centers. 
The Salvation Army and the Red 
Cross haul water into affected areas. 
Almost 60 truckloads of merchan- 
dise has been distributed in two 
weeks by the Salvation Army, he 
said. 
Four truckloads of water were 
distributed Tuesday in addition to 
truckloads of furniture. 
Donations should be mailed to: 
The Salvation Army, P.O. Box 546, 
Harrisonburg, VA     22801. Dona- 
Staff  graphic by INGRID  HENDERSON 
tions also can be dropped off at the 
office located at 17 E. Johnson St. 
The office is open Monday 
through Friday, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m., or 
call 434-4854. 
Five Sigma Pi members joined the 
Mennonite operations last week. 
They had worked at Bridgewater 
Nov. 4. 
The group left Eastern Mennonite 
College about 6:30 a.m. for 
Petersburg, W.Va., said Steve 
Bolton, Sigma Pi member. They 
returned about 6:30 p.m. 
They worked at an older couple's 
home where about three feet of mud 
covered the basement floor, he said. 
"He (the owner) said he was afraid 
his house wouldn't be there when he 
got back," Bolton said. 
"They're (the victims) going to 
need help for quite a while." 
£ 
correction 
The United States Air Force 
band will perform here Mon- 
day at 7:30 p.m. in  Wilson 
Hall. An incorrect date was 
listed in the Nov. 18 issue of 
The Breeze. 
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Graduating? 
Keep up with what you leave behind. Subscribe to 
The Breeze. 
Call 6596 for details. 
If you've lost it, found it, want to sell it or rent it, or 
ust want to make it personal, buy a classified ad 
in The Breeze. 
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National survey gives JMU high rating 
By Kyra Scarton 
assistant news editor 
JMU has been ranked the second-best com- 
prehensive university in the southern border 
states by a recent survey. 
U.S. News & World Report published its fin- 
dings in the Nov. 25 issue, which went on sale 
Monday. 
Trinity University, a private college in Texas, 
was ranked first in the category, which included 
158 "top, larger comprehensive schools." 
JMU is the highest-ranking public university 
among the 90 cited in the poll's nine categories. 
All other schools ranked first or seconcpare\ 
private institutions. j 
"It's good to see the quality of our institution 
is being recognized on the national level;" said 
Fred Hilton, university spokesman. Faculty and 
administrators are enthusiastic about the rank- 
ing, he said. 
The magazine polled presidents of 1,318 four- 
year institutions, the article stated. Nearly 60 
percent, or 788, responded to the survey. 
Presidents were requested to rank the top five 
undergraduate schools from a list that included 
institutions similar in size and curriculum to their 
own, the magazine stated. They were asked to 
consider quality of teaching, relationship bet- 
ween faculty and students and atmosphere for 
learning. 
Dr. Robert Riggs, president of Austin Peay 
State University in Tennessee, called JMU "the 
finest regional public university in the South!" 
according to the article. Riggs is a former dean of 
the JMU School of Education. 
"I think it's (JMU) a terrific university for its 
size," Riggs said Wednesday in a telephone inter- 
view from his home. "I'm sure I ranked Madison 
as first in my list." 
He named several factors for choosing JMU as 
a top institution in the category, including its 
selectiveness. 
Southern border states 
1. Trinity (Texas) 28.4 
2. James Madison University 21.0 
3. University of North Carolina 18.5 
at Charlotte 
4. Stetson (Fla.) 14.8 
5. The Citadel (S.C.) 13.6 
George Mason 13.6 
7. Rollins (Fla.) 12.3 
East Carolina (N.C.) 12.3 
9. Appalachian State (N.C.) 11.1 I 
Old Dominion 11.1 1 
Source: U.S. News & World Report 
_J 
Also, facilities at the university are new and 
are in-step with contemporary technology, he 
said, and JMU benefits from the leadership of 
President Ronald Carrier. 
JMU faculty are "well-paid in the context of 
other universities in the South," Riggs said. 
He said he would not have listed other Virginia 
public schools in the category but would have in- 
cluded schools such as Georgia Southern and 
Tennessee Technological Institute. 
"In terms of a publicly funded, regional 
university, James Madison is just exceptional," 
he said. 
The magazine surveyed presidents of four-year 
institutions that have a liberal-arts curriculum as 
an aspeqt-TjfUte undergraduate education. 
The survey described comprehensive institu- 
tions as "larger schools that award more than 
half of their baccalaureate degrees in three or 
more occupational or vocational disciplines." 
Trinity University was named as one of the top 
comprehensive universities by 28.4 percent of the 
presidents polled. JMU was selected by 21 per- 
cent. 
Two other state-supported schools in Virginia 
were included in the same category. George 
Mason tied with The Citadel, an all-male 
undergraduate and state-supported institution in 
South Carolina, for fifth place with 13.6 percent 
of the ballot. 
Old Dominion University in Norfolk ranked 
ninth with Appalachian State, a state-supported 
school in North Carolina. Both received 11.1 
percent of the response. 
The University of North Carolina-Charlotte 
was third in the category after JMU and Stetson 
University, a private Florida college, was fourth. 
The magazine stated the survey shows schools 
that were ranked the highest "give special atten- 
tion to strong, broad-based studies." 
States included in ihe. region were Alabama, 
Arkansas, Florida, Georgia, Kentucky, Loui- 
siana, Mississippi, Missouri, North Carolina, 
Oklahoma, South Carolina, Tennessee, Texas, 
Virginia and West Virginia. 
The Virginia institutions in the category with 
JMU are Christopher Newport College, George 
Mason University, Hampton University, Liberty 
University, Longwood College, Lynchburg Col- 
lege, Norfolk State University, Old Dominion 
University, Radford University and Virginia 
State University. 
Three other Virginia colleges were cited in the 
survey. The University of Richmond was ranked 
ninth (10 percent of the ballots) among regional 
liberal-arts colleges. Emory and Henry College 
was ranked fifth (13.3 percent) among smaller 
comprehensive colleges in the southern and 
border states. The University of Virginia was not 
ranked in the top 10 but was listed as noteworthy 
among national universities. 
U.S. News & World Report carried a similar 
survey in 1983, although the magazine categoriz- 
ed institutions differently. JMU then was ranked 
seventh among comprehensive universities in the 
East. JMU was the only Virginia public college 
or university listed in that survey and was the 
highest-ranked public university in the poll. 
_ 
Panelists discuss strengths of liberal studies 
By Susan Graham 
staff writer 
The content and meaning of 
liberal studies was the main topic 
at a panel discussion Tuesday. 
Five female panelists discussed the 
rights, responsibilities and rewards 
of a liberally educated person at the 
Dominion Seminar held in Grafton- 
Stovall Theatre. 
The discussion was sponsored by 
JMU's Faculty Women's Caucus 
and the Liberal Studies Committee. 
The unity and value of a liberal 
studies education was discussed, 
with special concern placed on the 
life-long process of gaining 
knowledge. 
Dr. Jessie Brown, a Virginia 
educator distinguished for her work 
in the humanities, focused on the 
concept of the process of pursuing 
excellence and becoming a liberally 
educated person. 
She balanced her academic life as 
a teacher and administrator at 
Hampton University with a public 
life. She also was involved in na- 
tional   ptofessional   organizations, 
panel  groups and consulting and 
evaluating teams. 
She said she heard a speaker stress 
the "valuing of a human." Brown 
said this valuing should be placed on 
the person and his/her development. 
"The rewards are many — they 
are twofold. The primary one is per- 
sonal — one strives to become the 
best that one may become. The 
secondary reward is social — people 
bring together potentials in a 
wholistic way to benefit all." 
Helen Byrd, known for her leader- 
ship in historic preservation, also 
emphasized the importance of one's 
self. She said it is a person's respon- 
sibility to himself to develop through 
life's experiences, explorations and 
expansions. 
Byrd said the most important 
aspect of a liberal studies program is 
the skill of communication. 
She listed the following guidelines 
to follow in communicating: 
• Be open minded to new ideas. 
• Have a common denominator. 
• Seek diverse experiences. 
• Keep unrelated knowledge for 
future use. 
• Be a good listener. 
• Be an enthusiastic listener. 
Byrd   also   pointed   out   the 
numerous opportunities available in 
education throughout one's life and 
urged all to pursue their interests. 
Martha Graf ton, for whom 
Grafton-Stovall Theatre was named, 
and a former administrator at Mary 
Baldwin College, stressed the unity 
of knowledge in a liberal studies 
education. 
Such a program's content is not 
fixed, she said. With the explosion 
of knowledge, she said, subject mat- 
ter always will be relevant and 
always will change. 
A sense of values is needed to help 
educate the heart and mind, she said. 
Emily Lee, a JMU graduate, was a 
dietician before becoming a legal 
assistant. JMU faculty members 
were well-prepared and interested in 
the students when she was here and 
that still is true , she said. 
She gave the following steps for 
coping with the real world: 
• Have an   enthusiasm for life. 
• Have a positive attitude. 
• Have a quiet or meditative time 
each day. 
• Plan time well. 
• Use each minute wisely. 
• Listen. 
"All these will aid in learning," 
she said. Lee suggested to "keep 
faith and hope" for us and our 
children in the future. 
Dr. Leotus Morrison, JMU 
associate athletic director, ended the 
discussion by giving a definition for 
a liberally educated person she had 
read: the whole-person plan. She 
said current statistics suggest there is 
a diverse population with numerous 
cultures. 
Over half of students are women, 
and enrollment of blacks, Hispanics 
and Asians is increasing. 
Morrison suggested the content of 
curriculum needs to be evaluated 
and updated to meet these changes. 
Teachers need to spark the educa- 
tional process to excite varied in- 
terests, she said. 
She also stressed that a liberal 
studies education is a life-long pro- 
cess. During this process, one can 
share the emotion, pleasure and 
discipline of a liberal education. 
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LOUNGE 
Rt. 11 South 434-2367 
Did you miss our open stage Sunday? 
We're having another one this Sunday 
4 P.M.-8 P.M. 
Don't miss it! 
Mmm' 
Serves 810 Peopl 
• 10-12-lb  Avg. Cooked Turkey 
•2-lbs. Dressing 
•24-oz  Giblet Gravy 
• 12 Dinner Bolls 
•2-lbs. Green Beans 
Turkey Dinner $2| 95 
(5-6-LB   AVG  VIRGINIA BAKED HAM MAY BE 
SUBSTITUTED FOR THE TURKEY)  
Blue Nun 
"White Wine" 
jSSg^EV   $089 
Fresh O     $100 
Tangelos O Fo.    X 
Kroger Brown Q     $100 
fr Serve Rolls g„0I   1 
FROZEN 
Mrs. Smith's $179 
Pumpkin Pies 26o,   i 
Kroger $189 
Homogenized Milk Gai    A 
Polar Pak        \       2$$S^S§ 
Ice Cream        \       A>^*^ 
'/.Gallon \ V^Va»o,n     ^i^C 
got \?f^ 
\ 
FROZEN 
Pillsbury 
Toaster Strudel 
$129 1 
' '» THtRBOiifBCO iTtMSANO 
c.Jv £ G0°° SuNOA> NOV 17 THROUGH 
S*Tu«D*- NOV ?J l» iNHAftRiSONBUHG 
Wf flCS£Rv« ?H£fllGHT tOUMlIQUANTiT^S 
NOW SOlO TOO£Al(dS 
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SGA supports dredging Newman Lake 
a Maria Oabom A reporter 
The Student Government Association voted 
Tuesday to investigate cleaning Newman Lake and 
keeping it clean. 
Bob Houston, Greek senator who proposed the 
bill, said it has been two or three years since the 
lake was dredged. The cleaning is needed to 
remove furniture and loose articles that can be seen 
in the lake, he said. 
The lake usually is treated with chemicals before 
school starts in August and again in the spring, 
Houston said. It was not treated this summer 
because state environmental officials were testing 
for mercury in the lake. 
"I'd like to see it treated as soon as possible," he 
said. 
Houston, a member of the buildings and 
grounds committee, said the committee plans to 
brainstorm on additional ideas for cleaning the 
lake and maintaining its beauty. 
In other business, the senate voted to safeguard 
the students' interest concerning increased parking 
fines in residential areas near Greek Row. The 
legislative action committee will work in coopera- 
tion with the city council to present student views. 
A bill of opinion to improve conditions in 
residence hall study lounges passed in the senate. 
The bill calls for sufficient lighting, at least two 
desks with chairs, and possibly a couch or table. 
Kathy Sayko, student services committee chair- 
woman, said some study lounges meet the requests 
but others do not. 
The senate voted to adopt at least one family 
that suffered from the recent flood. Senators will 
be contributing time and money to flood victims in 
conjunction with the student relief effort, spon- 
sored by the SGA. 
The senate went on the record as criticizing the 
South African government's actions to bar the 
press from reporting on dissent and anger against 
apartheid. 
Nsimbi Buthelezi, legislative vice president, said 
he thinks it is important for the student govern- 
ment to consider international issues as well as na- 
tional, state and campus issues. 
The senate voted to allocate almost $260 to fund 
the lighting of the Christmas tree on the quad. The 
money will be taken from a $300 fund the SGA has 
for projects it sponsors. 
Three bills brought out of the buildings and 
grounds committee were passed. The bills were to 
install lighting in back of McGraw-Long hall, to 
replace the sign in front of Dingledine hall, and to 
support repairing the gap in the main sidewalk 
leading to White hall. 
James O'Hear, curriculum and instruction com- 
mittee chairman, reported the committee killed a 
bill requiring a formal essay on JMU admission 
applications. Applicants have an option to write 
additional information and could show motivation 
by including an essay. 
The committee also killed a bill to extend com- 
puter room hours in Harrison annex because there 
is no need for an extension, he said. 
The legislative action committee proposed a bill 
to reimburse the JMU College Republicans for the 
SGA's use of the public address system Nov. 4. 
The College Republicans had rented the system for 
a rally and the SGA was permitted to use it for the 
student speak-out that day. 
In new business, the following bills were propos- 
ed and referred to the appropriate standing com- 
mittees:. 
• Shorts senator Greg Gromada proposed pro- 
viding a nightclub on campus like those at some 
other universities, so students can socialize without 
leaving campus. 
• He also proposed forming a student-operated 
savings and loan or credit union. 
• Gromada also proposed PC Dukes should of- 
fer a food and/or pizza delivery on campus with 
the possibility of using food contracts for pur- 
chases, as well as cash. 
• Chairman pro tempore Leslie Quezaire pro- 
posed allocating $455 to Alpha Phi Alpha, a ser- 
vice fraternity, to fund a founder's week celebra- 
tion. 
• Commuter senator Jeff Hollar proposed 
allocating $285 to the Honor Council from its 
reserve account to distribute brochures to faculty 
and entering students in the spring. 
• Sayko proposed the SGA install a glass encas- 
ed information board by entrances 4 and 5 of Gib- 
bons Dining Hall. The board would publicize up- 
coming athletic events. 
• Houston proposed Greek Row residents be 
allowed to keep lofts up over the summer when the 
university is not using the houses. 
• Commuter senator Robert Clark proposed the 
smoke from the chimney behind the Phillips 
Center be diverted or screened so it does not 
disturb people walking on the path between the 
library and the Warren Campus Center. 
Anchorsplash planned 
to aid visually impaired 
The fourth annual Anchorsplash 
to raise funds for sight conservation 
and the blind will be held Sunday. 
The event is sponsored by Delta 
Gamma sorority and is scheduled 
from 5 to 9 p.m. at Savage 
Natatorium   in Godwin Hall. 
Similar to a swim meet, An- 
chorsplash has different swimming 
events in which campus organiza- 
tions compete. 
"We want to change the image 
and encourage the lighthearted side 
of it," said Julie Berkowitz, An- 
chorsplash co-chairwoman. This 
year they plan to stay away from 
serious events, making it "like a 
water carnival," added co- 
chairwoman Dawn Ringsdorf. 
Profits go to the National Philan- 
thropy, which is the sorority's na- 
tional service. \ 
Swimming competitions include 
"Surf «N* Turf," "Take If Off," 
"Go Banana's" and "The Value of 
Sight." There are 15 events. 
In "Surf 'N' Turf," a new event, 
each  team spends one minute on 
deck and two minutes in the pool, 
using music, creative dance, and syn- 
chronized swimming, Berkowitz 
said. 
Competitions out of the water also 
are planned. These include "Mr. 
Anchorsplash," "Sorority Eyes and 
Legs" and "Kiss Cards." 
The "Kiss Cards" competition 
lasts throughout the week, she said. 
.Each Delta Gamma member has 
cards and members of a team must 
kiss the member to get the card. The 
team with the most cards at the end 
of the week gets a maximum number 
of points added to its total. 
A team wins by having the most 
points from all the competitions. 
T-shirts can be purchased at the 
Delta Gamma house and pool 
events. 
Delta Gamma's goal is to raise 
$750 from T-shirt and ticket sales. It 
raised $1,200 last year. 
For more information, call Julie 
Berkowitz at x5158. 
— Beth Bacheldor 
Strumming s,aff pho,°by KCy,N R0PP 
Junior  Scooter   Thomas   practices   acoustic   guitar   outside 
Spotswood Hall during the recent warm spell. 
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" x-     ■ 
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campus mall, or deliver It to our of- 
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Hal 
Nams  
Telephone number 
Deadline for Thursday's paper Is 
noon Tuesday. Deadline for Mon- 
day's paper la noon Friday. 
Thursday- Friday 
Be a 
part of it! 
7th   Inning Stretch" 
HAPPY HOUR 
4pm - 8 pm 
Larry Sands 
NO COVER 
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Marketing 
workshop 
planned 
A workshop for communication 
students to market their skills and 
experiences will be held Saturday 
"Marketing Yourself: An Alter- 
native to the Job Search" is struc- 
tured for communication students to 
identify and articulate "who they 
are" and "what they have to offer," 
said Dr. William Kimsey, workshop 
director. 
Kimsey said simple techniques will 
be used to "target the specific 
market you need. 
"We will be working on self- 
description, values, interests and 
work preferences," he said. 
Also included in the workshop are 
researching non-traditional market 
areas, preparing oral and written 
communications and preparing a 
functional resume. \ 
Although the workshop will focus 
on communication students, the 
methods are applicable in other 
areas of study, Kimsey said. 
"It's helped a lot of people in the 
(Shenandoah) Valley," he said. "It's 
been used here in the department (of 
communication arts) too." 
The workshop will be held from 9 
to 11.30 a.m. in room 12 of 
Anthony-Seeger Hall. 
A $20 registration fee is required 
and forms are available in the com- 
munication arts department office. 
Special Limited Offer! 
Sign up now for a beautyful, luxuriously 
furnished condominium. 
A CT NO W, before Thanksgiving to reserve an 
apartment for second semester and you will 
receive: 
First month's heating & electric FREE! 
Only $100.00 Security deposit. 
NO RENT DUE until January 1986. 
Madison Manor is an exciting new student community 
featuring: 
> Fireplaces and ceiling fans 
in every unit 
> Fully furnished 
*2&3 bedrooms 
> Swimming pool 
> Tennis court 
1
 Fitness center 
FREE cable TV 
Convenient bus 
service toJMU 
Limited number of units still available 
Call 434-6166 to make your reservation! 
Singles welcome! 
Roommate Locating Service 
MADISON 
MANOR 
The workshop is sponsored by the 
JMU chapter of the International 
Association of Business Com- 
municators. 
— Kevin McCarthy 
Poetry reading 
scheduled tonight 
A student poetry reading will be 
held tonight in Carrier Library. 
The program, sponsored by 
JMU's Reading Series for Poetry 
and Fiction, will begin at 8 p.m. in 
room 203. 
Students will read original works 
for about five minutes, and selec- 
tions may include poems or portions 
of a short story, novel or play. 
Students who wish to participate 
should contact Susan Vaclavicek, 
co-director of the series, at x6655. 
Participants also may register the 
night of the reading. 
The event is open to the public 
with no admission charge. 
Two students 
charged 
with vandalism 
By Kelly Hartley 
police reporter 
Campus police charged two 
students judicially with destruction 
of state property. 
A judicial charge is made when 
university policy is broken. It is 
reviewed by university officials. 
Police do not release the names of 
students charged judicially. 
Vandalism 
• A student was charged judicially 
with destruction of state property after 
breaking the glass in a door about 4 a.m. 
Oct. 20 on the first floor of Shorts Hall, 
police said. 
• A student was charged judicially 
with destruction of state property about 
2 a.m. Saturday after breaking the door 
to his room in Garber Hall, police said. 
• Three light globes and three light 
bulbs were reported damaged about 10 
p.m. Saturday in a men's bathroom on 
the first floor of White Hall, police said. 
Larceny 
• A cassette recorder valued at $100 
was reported stolen between Friday and 
Sunday from a locked car in X-lot, police 
said. 
• A pizza and a hot box worth a total 
value of $56 were reported stolen about 
2:30 a.m. Saturday from a Four-Star Pizza 
delivery car parked behind Weaver Hall, 
police said. 
The hot box was recovered in the base- 
ment of Weaver Hall. 
• A wallet valued at $20 was reported 
stolen about 2:30 p.m. Saturday from an 
unlocked room in Spotswood Hall, police 
said. 
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haircutters 
1828 S. Main 
(Next to Nautilus) 
10% off all services . 
433-6643..   .    . Expires Nov. 31 
NOTICE 
MIDWAY    MARKET    IS 
DISCONTINUING    ITS 
SUB   OPERATION. 
EFFECTIVE      NOV.   27 
AT   5 P.M. 
We will still have deliveries 
available for Beer, Groceries, 
Munchies, Etc. New hours will be 
announced Dec. 1. 
We thank you for your patronage. 
157 Warsaw Ave. 
0  THE BEST DEAL OF ALL 
TT for Spring Break. 1986 
A full week on the m.s. CARIBE sailing 2,000 miles to four ports in the 
Caribbean. We're holding the largest 4-berth cabins on the March 8 
sailing. On an ordinary vacation, practically everything costs extra. But 
on a cruise, you get it all! All meals, entertainment, health club, disco, 
Vegas style revues, singers, dancers, midnight buffet, breakfast in bed 
and much, much more! $750 per person + $28 tax. A safe and sane 
experience of a lifetime-- which may cost you less in the long run. Call 
for brochure. 
TURNER TRAVEL SERVICE 
614 Hawkins Street. Harrisonburg. Va. 22801 
703 433-2438  -—   in Va. 800 542-2029 
MYSTIC DENl 
29 S.LIBERTY ST 434-8706 
THE LATEST SOUNDS 
21 
l*5» I 
RHYTHlfc 
RATS 
&-> 
W $3 
- 
■ ■ •»•-' 
SAT. NOV. 23 
$j& 4&* $3 
MON. NOV.25 
• 
X> 
$3 
«/*- 
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Help Wanted THE FAR SIOE 
Government Jobs $16,040 - $59,230/year. 
Now hiring. Call 805-687-6000, xR5526 for 
current federal list.     
Earn $400 lor Christmas. Phone ticket 
sales for local civic club. Days/evenings. 
Sovran Bank building. Suite 612. Apply 
weekdays 10-8 & Saturday 10-3.  
Part-time • need attractive, talented 
women and men for Strlp-A-Gram ser- 
vice. Excellent pay. Call 434-6957. 
$500 Weekly at Home! Information? 
Send self-addressed, stamped envelope. 
O'Brien, PO 1958.  
Summer Position • Two positions are 
available full-time as swimming instruc- 
tors. Candidates must hold current YM- 
CA instructor of swimming certification. 
Must be a senior or graduate student. 
For application, write PO Box 5, Godwin 
Hall. 
For Sale 
Is It True You Can Buy Jeeps for $44 
through the U.S. government? Get the 
facts today! Call 1-312742-1142, x5090. 
Mais Housing Contrsct for Spring 
semester. $25 rebate. Call Darrell at 
X4048.  
1980 Vsspa - 125 cc. Includes two 
helmets. Call x6845 or 434-1481.  
For Sals: 8 Female Housing Contracts. 
Call x5098 before 9 am or after 10 pm. 
Three Mais Housing Contracts for Spring 
semester. Call Gary at x4649.  
Female Housing Contract for Spring. 
Contact Janet, x5096, or PO 1867. 
For Sals: 128K Macintosh, Apple 2nd 
drive and Imagewrlter; perfect condition; 
includes extensive software library and 
Applecare service contract (in effect 
from warranty) until 7/16/86. $1995. Call 
568*325 or 434-2935.  
Female Housing Contract for Spring 
semester. $20 rebate. Contact Lisa at 
x4353 or Box 2065.  
3 Female Housing Contracts for Spring 
semester. $100 rebate for each. Pick up 
the phone, give us a call - x7519. 
Femals Contract for Sale. Spring 
semester. Contact Brenda. 434-3643 or 
PO 674.  
Male Housing Contract for Spring. Con- 
tact Mike at x5641.  
Skiers Special - For Sale: Men's size 8 
Italian ski boots and 160 Rossignol skis 
with Look GT Bindings. All equipment on- 
ly used 5 times, must sell. Best offer. Call 
Chip at 433-6321.  
Leading Edge Computers and brand 
name printers for discount prices. Model 
D for $1325, color for $1513.25. Call 
Shaun at 434-6231 for more information. 
For Sals: pieces of denim material • 
$.50/yard; pieces of miscellaneous 
material - $.50/yard; large cactus plant • 
$5; large spider plant - $5. Phone 
8283408. 1  
Femsls Housing Contrsct for sale for 
Spring semester. Possible rebate of $25 
or more. Call x5658 or 6127 and ask for 
Cay.  
Speakers for PA.  Electro-Voles.  Price 
reduced. Call x4580. ^___ 
For Sals: 2 Female Housing Contracts. 
Call Cindy, x5S37.  
For Rent 
One bedroom apartment like new on Dut- 
chmlll Court. Water, trash and lawn mow 
ing provided. No pets, lease/deposit 
$225. 434-2100.  
2 bedroom apartment for sublet. Lease 
runs thru April. Gas for heat, cooking & 
hot water included in rent. One mile from 
campus. Park Apartments. Call 433-2972 
after 5. 
By GARY LARSON 
"C'mon, c'monl You've done this a hundred times, 
Uzula; the vines always snap you back just before 
you hit.... Remember, that's National Geographic 
down there." 
In God's kitchen 
•Aaron Cole 
How aoufANp? 
I 
[ HOW'BOUT *  urrt-E 
SN/*PATHY ? 
V, 
..-*> 
Search No Morel Private bedrooms. At- 
tractive Forest Hill Townhouses. Lots of 
extras. $150 monthly/share utilities. 
Female students. 433-6039. 
Spacious furnlshsd rooms, singles 
doubles, kitchen, close! 433-9189 after 4. 
Femsls Room For Rent at Park Apart- 
ments, one mile from campus, unfurnish- 
ed, $199.50/month, electricity extra. Call 
Christine, 434-0617. ^^ 
House 3 blocks from campus: 3-4 
bedrooms, bath, dining, living, fireplace, 
washer. Available January, 1986. 5 
students, $135/student. Call 434-1139 
after 5 pm.  
Female to rent room in house 1 mile from 
campus. Second semester. $1l5/month - 
utilities Included. Fully furnished, 
carpeted. Call Belinda, 433-3923. 
Lost and Found 
Lost: A red, mid-length wool coat at JM's 
Friday night. Call 434-0967.  
Lost: Gold, antique signet ring with In- 
itials VAR. Great sentimental value, 
given to me by my grandmother before 
her death. Anywhere on campus. Please 
call Nancy, x4013. 
Services 
Wanted 
Paying Cash lor baseball and football 
cards. Call 433-8811. 
Horizon Sure Tan is a Professional Tann- 
ing Salon. Best systems available and 
five years of service. 1106 Reservoir St. 
434-1812. .  
Typing, Word Processing on letter quali- 
ty printer. Overnight service available. 
Call anytime. Donna Freeman, 289-9959. 
Free Karate Lesson - No obligation 
(Special Student Rates). Open Monday 
thru Thursday, 6-9:30 pm. Call Halterman 
Karate Inst., 95 N. Main St., 4th floor. 
434-8824. We train Champions. 
Pregnant? Free confidential help. Free 
pregnancy test. Birthright. 434-0003. 
Clubs, Sororities, Fraternities • We sell 
any type of imprinted Item: t-shlrts, caps, 
glasses, cups, matches, etc. Variety of 
fund raising Items. Call 433-6469anytime 
for best prices.      
Typing Service: 22 years experience. 
$1.25/page. Mrs. Price, 879-9935.  
Professional Typing - call Kathy at 
433-8015 after 3 pm.  
Professional Typing ft Word Processing - 
Free delivery, overnight service & com- 
petitive rates. Call Kevin at 433-3147 after 
5:00.  
Typing: Experienced, professional quali- 
ty. Call Donna Bodkin, 879-9294.  
Typing, Papers, Resumes, Dissertations. 
The Public Stenographer. 433-9212 for 
Appointment. 
A Bed & Breakfast Gift Certificate will 
make a wonderful gift for those who en- 
joy rest and relaxation. Shenandoah 
Valley Bed •& Breakfast Reservations. 
Middletown to Staunton. 896-9702, after 
4. 
Personals 
Classified Deadlines for The Breeze: For 
Monday issue, the deadline is Friday by 
noon. For Thursday issue, the deadline is 
Tuesday by noon. 
Connie Brooks - Congrats on your LXA 
little sister bid! EK  
Happy Birthday Smudgeman. Love, Moo 
and Alice. 
DG s Annual Anchorsplash. Nov. 24, 5 
pm In Savage Pool. What fun! 
Come party tor Flood Relief, Brittle 
Bones and First Step. $1.50. Call x5297 
for more info. Sponsored by Panhellenic 
and Inter-Fraternity Councils for The 
Week of Giving.  
Run, Walk or Jog in the 3K for charity. 
Sign-up in the Greek office this week. 
Takes place Saturday, Nov. 23, at 10 am 
in front of Godwin! Prizes will be given! 
Happy 20th Birthday Annette Plercy! 
We've got the Michelob and California 
Coolers, Jimbo's got the rest! Love, Amy 
and Terrl. 
Chuck - Just think, only 3 1/2 more years. 
We're gonna make It! I Love You! Leiah 
(R.U.) 
ii    f\f*4 ,-JOI   ,li    cvinovwn  ,'Jtii-. i n     ,»'kinr tl ( f I 
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SigiMd Up tor Ski Class? 
"^ 
Whan you bring your ikls back, have 
them tuned for the coming season. Hot 
waxing and edge sharpening only $6. 
More Information after Thanksgiving. 
You Luahl Let's release a sequel to "The 
Happy Hour" this weekend, staged at 
JM's or elsewhere ■ your choice! Casting 
for lead & supporting roles in Huffman 
B202. Signed, your Apprentice. P.S. I 
haven't learned all the rigors yetl  
Da vld Bostetter ■ You're the sweetest guy 
I know, t love you and your sexy body. 
Love, Nattle.  
Hummy Bear • You're the most wonderful 
Darling anyone could possibly know. I 
love you the mostestl Have a great time! 
Happy Thanksgiving early. Will be think- 
ing of you. Brown Eyes  
AST thanks those who came to Men's 
Night at Players. __^ 
Marc Brookman - Here's the personal 
you've always waited for - it's a com- 
bination of Happy Birthday and Welcome 
Back for Florida. (Even though we 
weren't invited). For your birthday, we 
planned to take you to a frat party, 
maybe get beat-up, rip your jeans, but 
you lucked out - we all have tests. You 
know us - we always study! HaHa. We 
sincerely wish you a Happy Day - be 
ready to celebrate Friday. Love, Kelly, 
Amy, Tracy, Chrlssy. P.S. What exit? 
SPE, Logan and Wayland Sponsor Night 
tonight at Calhoun's. 
EK pledges - You're all doing great! 
We're psyched for the party - can't wait 
til you're all sisters! Love, EK. 
Like to Dance? Like to Sing? Do It with 
Chuck!  
S.O.E., B.O.E., Woman, John & Leroy - 
Thanks for my best and most unforget- 
table birthday ever! Love, O.G.C. 
Qet Craiy at Anchorsplash Bash. 
Everyone invited Friday at En & PKP. 
Tickets $2.50 at the Delta Gamma house. 
Get Splashed!  
Help support ASA and Special Olympics 
at the Rock-a-thon Friday through Satur- 
day by Godwin. 
Bennyenny • Happy Birthday! Yer the 
best bunky ever! Do you want your pre- 
sent in a check or pennies? Number 53 
(hee-hee)! Love, Trlxle.  
You can save 3-5 lives with one Red 
Cross Blood Donation. 
Chuck Taylor and the AUstars - Saturday 
at the Mystic Den!  
Thanks Kappa Sigma for a great party 
Saturday night. ASA  
Commuters - need a place to relax Or 
study between classes? The CSC lounge 
is the place for you! Room 108, WCC. 
Free Karate Lesson - No obligation. 
Halterman Karate Institute. Call 
434-8824.  
Delta Sigma PI Pledges - Best of luck on 
C-nfte. The Brothers 
To the person who took my red coat at 
JM's Friday night - Please return - I'm 
cold. 
Copper • Happy B-Day!! Can't wait to 
JAM! (I'll be the one with high heels). 
Love, Hoover XXOO.  
KJR - Thanks for being part of our fun 
bunch! Here's to car parties, Eddie Mur- 
phy, and expeclally good friends! Love, 
SJC.  
S.O.E. • You've made our lives in- 
teresting! Happy 19th! Love, B.O.E., 
D.G.C., & woman.  
Swalniac - You Soccer Star. Get well 
soon! Love, Pi Kappa Phi.  
Ashby says thanks to AET and Locals 
Only for an X-cellent time. Ashby/AET 
Rules! Get Off!  
Tonight - JM's Sponsor Night with ASA 
and Sigma PI.  
BLOOM COUNTY by Berke Breathed 
ma / PRHce CHA&ZS 
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ON IT... 
Brian • Hotel kitchens, Eddie Murphy, 
waiters named Frank, crab legs, and 
breaking the sound barrier on 1-81 will 
always remind me of how fantastic last 
weekend was. Kim 
little trim? Come to SPE Friday 
(11-7) for Elaine's Hairstylist Cut-a-thon. 
Only SS.OO.  
Congratulations to the 10 finalist 
"Faces" Models. You all "Look Mar- 
valous." Special thanks to all the models 
involved in making the Calendar Contest 
a major success. Get Psyched for 
"Wintergreen!" Yours truly, Chris, 
Sharon, Tony.  
Give Blood Today! Phillips Center 
Ballroom 10-4! Sponsored by Panhellenic 
and Inter-Fraternity Councils.  
The Allstars will "Take Care of Business 
(TKB)" Saturday nlghtl  
Smack! Kiss a DG.  
Thanks to everyone who has shown sup- 
port for the Organizational Behavior 
Association by attending the interest 
meeting and by calling. We'll contact you 
soon with information about our first 
meeting I 
Come party with SPE, Wayland, and 
Logan tonight at Calhoun's!!  
Susie and Lynn - You're so much fun! 
Love, C.C.  
Michelle - You're everything I didn't ex- 
pect! Sorry for misjudging. Tony  
Enjoy your dinner at Spanky s and the 
movie, Carmack. Sigma Kappa  
Wooooooooool! Chucky and the Allstars 
at the Mystic Den.  
Paul John - Thanks for transferring to 
JMU - you're the greatest, you "sick" 
man! A Friend Forever, Cathy.  
Mega, J.C., Jen • I'm really psyched about 
Friday night. Don't worry - my bark is 
worse than my bite. Please tie me up! 
M.B.! Love, Marmaduke.  
Lucy • Here's your surprise. Thanks for 
being by very best friend. Love ya - 
honest I do. Doll  
Punk - Happy Birthday! The Ex-Virgil. P.S. 
Let's party together sometime!!  
Carmack - Congratulations on winning 
Sigma Kappa's raffle.       
THEY'RE JUST 
TVO...W0 
SOMETHING. 
WSTT0O...W0... 
Were you a transfer? Remember whal it 
was like? Transfer Guide Workshop for 
ex-transfers interested in making the 
transition easier for future students. 
Tonight at 6 pm, Room B, WCC.  
You CANNOT get Aids by Giving Blood!! 
Allstars ■ haven't seen 'em yet? You're 
missing a good thing!  
Don't Miss HI Anchorsplash Bash is 
where it's at Friday night. Tickets are a 
must at the DG house.  
Happy 22nd Birthday Brookman, is It 
time to grow up yet? (Ha, Ha)  
Hey Pi Kapt Are you ready for An- 
chorsplash? We are! EK 
Grogs • thanks. We finally did it. Rob 
JMU Loaf Catching Club will meet Fri- 
day, Nov. 22, at 2 on the Quad. Festivities 
will include catching and Jumping. Last 
Chance. For more info, call Scott at 
433-6169.  
Congratulations Poly Grogs 1985 Soccer 
Intramural Champions! 
To, the 2 cute girls in yellow Mustang at 
Madison Manor - We went to Calhoun's, 
but you were being Players. Sorry we 
couldn't rendevous. Would love to meet 
you for drinks some time. Contact me at 
Box 3098 If you're Into It. CMP  
Initiator - Is REM or losing self-control 
more fun? Listen • I think I smell 
something! Could it be du fromage avec 
Boone's Farm - or better, horseradish 
and bacon dip?! What! Fine . . no men- 
tion of Tickles -1 fear blackmail. Here's to 
a great weekend with you and James 
Taylor (your pal).  
AGD • Have a great week. Your Secret 
Sorority  
Happy Birthday Marc! I love you Buddy 
Your Best Friend Forever, Cath. 
Party! at the Anchorsplash Bash on Fri- 
day. Come to the Delta Gamma house 
and get your ticket. Proceeds go to chari- 
ty.   Q 
Good Fun, Good Spirits, and Groat Music 
• The Allstars, Saturday!! 
Fat Mogs - Keep on keepin' on for JC. 
You guys are awesome. PD 
Edie • Finally 21! Hope Is was awesome! 
Love, Forgetful Sue. 
You have a 95 percent chance of needing 
a blood transfusion by the time you are 
70 years old.  
Rock all night long with ASA. Come 
watch ASA rock by Godwin from 4 pm Fri- 
day to 4 pm Saturday.  
Need a hair (or two) cut? Come to 
Elaine's Halrstyling Cut-a-thon, tomor- 
row at SPE from 11-7.  
Culture Shock - You were really hot 
Saturday night at the Den. Can't wait to 
see you again - Hopefully soon! Maria 
Crispy • Have an Incredible weekend - 
you deserve it! Love, Zlpperhead.  
To everyone who believed In me and 
stood by me during these last two mon- 
ths . . Thank you. You're all really great. 
Now everyone  knows the  Truth!  GIB 
NAM ' 
Rich • White Violet was sooo much fun 
(despite ringing bells)! We're young, alive 
and What?! Thank you again - for 
everything. I Luff You! (Big Time!) Love, 
Kathryn (F.M.P/>!).  
What the XXXX are we doing in Florida? 
Knee deep in the hoopla and we left our 
spatula and huggnr behind. Mr. Keg 
TKE -Best of luck in Anchorsplash. Your 
Delta Gamma Coaches  
Susan • Happy 19th birthday! Live It up 
this Saturday just like Georgetown! Lisa 
Found • Gold Ring at Hanson Semi- 
Formal. Call Laura, x7122. -^ 
Zlpperhead • I'm so glad we've become 
-friends because you're one of the only 
"genuine" people around. I'm Borry 
about the whale gum. Intruders of the 
Edge rule! Luv, Sister Blood. 
Congrats Laurio on your candlelight 
Love, Tri-Sig. 
Ellen and Lynno - You guys are great 
neighbors. Intruders of the edge! Love ya 
lots, Cathy.  
Kern ■ Walcum beck! I mest chew. You 
ees sech a grate beeg saster! Tanks far 
beun a cool stool. 
Bobby • I know. Aaron 
Sigmas   got   psyched   for   Destination 
Unknown! 
Every 12 seconds someone needs blood. 
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Arts & People 
Staff photo by MINQ LEONO 
Appearances do not seem to matter to Karin McKie — substance does. 
Actress shares without inhibition 
By Brian Rawdon 
staff writer 
When Karin McKie is playing 
herself, she finds she has a lot of 
lines to speak. 
Being an actress "is important to 
me. And this is sort of a quasi- 
religious sense, but I think that 
everybody's here for a purpose. I 
think I was given some talent for be- 
ing uninhibited and making jokes. 
Everybody's got their thing to do, 
and I just want to share it with the 
world." 
Uninhibited, she is; $hafe"it,*she 
does. 
In loose-fitting sweater atod frayed 
jeans that show most of her legs, 
blonde hair cut in a slightly punk 
style — shorter on the sides than in 
the back — and long, gold earrings 
hanging from her lobes, she is the 
opposite of the preppy co-ed. Ap- 
pearances do not seem to mean 
much to her — substance does. 
Whether grumbling about fellow 
actors who are not dedicated enough 
or describing  her  preparation  for 
roles she plays, the 21-year-old 
senior theater major's love for acting 
and theater shines through. 
She's not even inhibited by a tape 
recorder. 
She blows her nose. "That's me 
blowing my nose," she tells it. 
Currently playing Titania in the 
mainstage production of "A Mid- 
summer Night's Dream," McKie 
rarely has time to breathe. This 
semester, in addition to "Midsum- 
mer," she played Charmian in "An- 
tony and Cleopatra" and directed 
the one-act play "Steambath" in 
Wampler Experimental Theatre. 
"I like to act because Karin McKie 
has her own set of problems and 
fears, and when I go into another 
character they have problems and 
fears, but they're different and that 
makes it interesting and exciting," 
she says with dark, expressionless 
eyes peering out from partially clos- 
ed eyelids. 
She is an actress who will take any 
part she gets and be happy with it. 
But this actress from Springfield, 
Va., demands that others put in the 
same effort she does. 
"Any show I do, I care about," 
she says. "And I want everybody to 
be working to the common goal to 
have a good show. To me, if you're 
not in it from the beginning, why 
bother? What's the point of doing it 
if you don't care about it from the 
moment you see (he cast list?" 
Sometimes that dedication stret- 
ches the limits of her health. Despite 
being very sick the week before 
"Midsummer" opened, she refused 
an understudy and made it to rehear- 
sals when others probably would 
have stayed at home.     «■ 
Before her scenes she sat huddled 
in the audience, slumped in her chair 
and constantly blowing her nose. 
Her voice was barely above a 
whisper. Yet she was ready on cue. 
When the spotlight caught her in 
the aisle, she slipped a pair of 
sunglasses on. Her chin protruded 
forward and she leaned back slight- 
ly, at the same time drawing herself 
to her full height. She glided down 
the aisle, speaking with a clear voice. 
In a few seconds she had transform- 
ed herself from a sick little girl to the 
movie star she was playing. 
"She's the most committed" ac- 
tress at JMU, says Dr. Ralph Cohen,* 
who directed "Antony and 
Cleopatra." 
"There's a real fire in her." 
But because of that, Cohen adds, 
"I think in a way she frightens peo- 
ple." 
Dr. Tom Arthur, who is directing 
"Midsummer," agrees "I think 
she's awfully good," he says. "I've 
seen her go from a talented and fun- 
ny undergraduate to an accomplish- 
ed actress." 
Getting there has not been easy for 
her. In high school, and even before, 
she lost parts because she was too 
short or because no one would take 
her seriously. Many times she work- 
ed on technical aspects of the plays 
she was not cast in. 
"Senior year I got a part in 
'Arsenic and Old Lace.' " she says. 
"That was like my first part. I did it 
pretty badly I think, looking back. 
See ACTRESS page 14 *• 
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Thanksgiving dinne 
Turkey dinner simple 
with students' guide to 
mouthwatering meal 
Thanksgiving holiday gives us all a break from classes. While 
the holiday itself is spent at home with friends and family 
members eating turkey and pumpkin pie, this special time of 
the year usually is not celebrated on campus. 
in the midst of struggles to finish last-minute assignments 
and to put the finishing touches on pre-break papers, why not 
take a break from the tensions and pressures? Share a holiday 
meal with friends. 
Instead of the usual Gibbons Dining Hall or PC Dukes 
cuisine, just follow The Breeze's College Students' Guide to a 
Turkey Dinner. 
The turkey is the essential item of the feast. Just a few hours 
in the oven and this mouthwatering course is ready to eat. 
Other Thanksgiving dinner favorites include stuffing and 
gravy. These appetizing necessities enhance the meal and can 
be prepared in only minutes. 
Fresh or frozen corn on the cob is also easy to make and 
scrumptious — especially when served dripping with butter. 
The traditional cranberry sauce adds zest to the meal, and ap- 
ple sauce with a touch of cinnamon sweetens the feast. 
No meal is whole without the customary bread. Toasty, 
warm rolls fulfill this requirement. 
Even after being completely stuffed with the delicious 
Thanksgiving entrees, pumpkin pie and spiced apples a la mode 
are irresistible. These savory desserts add the final homemade 
touch. 
This easy-to-prepare meal, along with friends, white wine 
and candlelight, provides the perfect setting for a Thanksgiving 
celebration. 
THE MENU 
Roasted turkey 
Qravy 
Stove Top Stuffing 
Brown 'n serve rolls 
Cranberry sauce 
Apple sauce 
Corn on the cob (fresh or frozen) 
Pumpkin pie a la mode 
Spiced apples 
TURKEY 
(four to six servings) 
4-6 pound frozen turkey breast (about $12) 
Flat roasting pan 
Salt 
Pepper 
Poultry seasoning 
The night before, set turkey out to 
thaw. The next morning, wash turkey in 
cold water. Season to taste with salt, 
pepper and poultry seasoning. Preheat 
oven to 325 degrees. Set turkey in pan 
and place on center rack in oven. Bake in 
325-degree oven for about three hours. 
Specific times are listed by weight on 
turkey package. When cooked, remove 
turkey from oven and let stand for 10 
minutes. Pour off and save juices. Carve 
turkey and serve. 
y 
QRAVY 
Homemade 
Juices from turki 
1 cup flour 
3 Chlckeatflavori 
2 3/4 curJfwater 
Bring water to 
cubes in boiling 
Reduce stove he 
cool water to flo 
is smooth and ol 
cheese sauce. G 
mixture to the w; 
stirring continuo 
desired constete 
Packaged 
French's Brown 
1 cup water 
Combine ihgri 
Makes one cup. 
■A- 
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delight 
turkey 
avored bouillon cubes 
ater 
sr to a boil. Dissolve bouillon 
ling water. Add turkey juices. 
e heat. In another bowl, add 
o flour until the flour mixture 
id of the consistency of a 
;e. Gradually add the flour 
le water/bouillon mixture, 
inuously, until gravy Is at the 
slstency. 
own Gravy Mix (about $.49) 
ingredients, boil and simmer. 
cup. 
STOVE TOP STUFFING 
1 box chicken or turkey flavored Stove 
Top Stuffing mix (about $1) 
1/4 cup butter or margarine 
1 3/4 cups water 
Combine contents of vegetable/season- 
ing packet and water in medium 
saucepan. For more moist stuffing, In- 
crease water two tablespoons; for less 
moist, decrease water two tablespoons. 
Add butter or margarine. Bring to a boil. 
Reduce heat; cover; simmer six minutes. 
Add stuffing crumbs; stir to moisten. 
Cover and remove from heat. Let stand 
five minutes. Fluff with fork before serv- 
ing. 
BROWN N SERVE ROLLS 
1 package brown 'n serve rolls (about 
$.50) 
Soft butter or margarine 
Place rolls on cookie sheet or 
aluminum foil and place in 325-degree 
oven. Bake for about five minutes or until 
tops of rolls are golden brown. Remove 
from oven, brush with butter or margarine 
and serve. 
CRANBERRY SAUCE 
16-ounce can of jellied cranberry sauce 
(about $.70) 
Place can in refrigerator night before. 
Before serving, remove sauce from can. 
CORN 
Fresh corn on the cob (about $.20 per ear) 
Shuck, place in boiling water and cook 
for 12 minutes. Remove from pot and 
serve. Add butter, salt and pepper for 
flavor. 
Frozen com on the cob (about $1 for four 
ears) 
Place frozen corn in boiling water. 
Cook for about 10 minutes. Exact times 
differ with brands of corn. See package 
for specific times. Remove corn from 
water and serve. Season to taste. 
PUMPKIN PIE 
Frozen Chef Pierre pumpkin pie (about 
$3) 
Bake night before for about 30 minutes 
in 350-degree oven. Place pie in 
refrigerator overnight. Warm in oven 
before eating. Serve alone or with vanilla 
ice cream. 
SPICED APPLES 
6 medium-sized apples 
6 tablespoons brown sugar 
2 cups water 
Sprinkle of cinnamon 
Quarter apples and remove core. Place 
apples and brown sugar in boiling water 
for about 30 minutes. When apples are 
soft, add cinnamon. Stir and pour mixture 
over ice cream. Serve. 
APPLE SAUCE 
25-ounce jar of apple sauce (about $.70) 
Place in refrigerator night before. 
Before serving, remove from Jar. Add a 
touch of cinnamon for flavor. 
I * Staff graphics by Sandy Rose 
Tina Beaumont, 
Alison Colby, Lisa 
Elliott, Laura Miller 
and Kathy Whltehead 
contributed to this 
spread. 
■I      .  r .   |   . 
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Actress 
*■ (Continued from page 11) 
"The best thing about it was I 
started getting weirded-out my 
senior year. I couldn't act onstage so 
I started acting in the hallways. 
Enough people saw that and I got 
elected class clown. That really is my 
proudest accomplishment for high 
school." 
Once at JMU, she found a group 
of dedicated, hard-working actors. 
During her freshman year, she was 
cast in every show she auditioned 
for, beginning with "Uncommon 
Women." 
"The first couple of years I work- 
ed with really good people," she 
says. "John Thompson directed me 
in two plays; he was fabulous. He 
had good plays and good people," 
she says. 
Now, she says, that dedication to 
theater and acting is not as evident 
here. Many actors now perform for 
fun, while in the past most JMU ac- 
tors wanted to be professionals. 
"There are very few people in the 
department these days that want to 
do this (act) the rest of their lives," 
she says. 
To a committed actress like Karin 
McKie, that can turn acting into an 
unsatisfying experience. 
Still, that does not prevent her 
from putting her all into a role. Her 
preparation includes reading books, 
watching films or just talking to 
other actors about characters they 
play. Preparation for her role in 
"Midsummer," was more difficult 
than usual. 
"It's real hard for a part like 
Titania — Queen of the Fairies. It's 
not real — there's not much research 
on that. But I try to find something 
.. 
Staff photo by MING LEONQ 
Preparing to play Titania, Queen of the Fairies in "A Midsummer Night's Dream," McKie studied 
pictures of movie stars to make her character "real." 
to identify with. 
"We're doing the set in 1930 s 
Hollywood. Titania and Oberon are 
the stars — they're the Marlene 
Dietrich and Clark Gable or 
whoever. That's good just to have a 
frame of reference." 
In order to get a visual image of 
her character, she studied pictures of 
movie stars and noticed how they 
looked and carried themselves. 
For other parts, she says, "I read 
the script as much as I can and I find 
similarities between myself and the 
character. My big thing is making 
them real and not just an animated 
piece of cardboard, finding things in 
myself that are similar and putting 
that into the character. So, I'm ac- 
ting like myself in certain situations, 
and I'm a real person and that makes 
(the character) real." 
McKie's talent for visualizing 
plays as a director carries over to the 
work she does as an actress. "Many 
of the ideas in her scenes are hers," 
Arthur says. "She's inventive. As a- 
student of theater she's excellent. 
She knows her stuff." 
Cohen says, "She's very aware of 
how things look" on the stage. She 
blocked most of "Antony and 
Cleopatra" and made the most of 
the comic scenes. "She made the 
most out of Charmian," he says. 
Though she's unsure of how she'll 
continue in the acting profession 
after graduating next December, she 
certainly will make the most of any 
character or situation she faces. 
"I've got a lot to learn but I think 
I'm on the way," she says. "I'm not 
that great, I'm not that smart, but 
I'm not down on myself. 
She says she's glad she's at a 
liberal arts school instead of a per- 
forming arts school. 
"You can't do theater in a theater 
environment where all you take is 
theater classes and see theater peo- 
ple, because it's contained, it's stale, 
it's stagnant theater. It's theater in- 
side of theater." 
At JMU, she says, she is "exposed 
to different things and that helps me 
as a person to be well-rounded and I 
think that helps me as an actress to 
be well-rounded." 
Being well-rounded helps her 
entertaining people. 
"If I can make somebody laugh 
and forget about the test that they 
just failed, forget about impending 
nuclear warfare, forget all about 
their ex-boyfriend or the fact that 
the weather's shitty — if they can 
just forget about that and be caught 
up and be in Egypt for a half a se- 
cond at least — if people can relate, 
then it makes it real and alive." 
For Karin McKie, an actress as in- 
teresting as any character she has 
played, that is what counts. 
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Thursday 
MUSIC 
• The Rhythm Rats — Mystic Den, $3 cover charge. 
• d.J. — Players, Ladies Night, no cover charge for 
ladies, $1 for men. 
• TR3 (jazz-rock fusion) — Little Grill, $2 cover charge. 
• d.J. — J.M.'s, Alpha Sigma Alpha and Sigma Pi spon- 
sor night, $1 cover charge. 
• d.J. — Belle Meade, Ladles Night, $1 cover charge for 
ladies, $2 for men. 
• d.J. — Calhoun's, Sigma Phi Epsilon, Logan Hall and 
Wayland Hall sponsor night, $.50 cover charge. 
• New Step (country) — Gandy Dancer, $3 cover 
charge. 
MOVIES 
• Back to the Future (PC) — Roth Theatres, 7 p.m. and 
9:10 p.m. 
• Better Off Dead (PG) — Roth Theatres, 7:15 p.m. and 
9:15 p.m. 
• Death Wish 3 (R) — Roth Theatres, 7:30 p.m. and 9:25 
p.m.   . 
• Jagged Edge (R) - Valley Mall Roth Theatres, 1:10 
p.m., 3:15 p.m., 5:25 p.m., 7:30 p.m. and 9:40 p.m. 
• Once Bitten (PQ-13) - Valley Mall Roth Theatres, 
1:30 p.m., 3:30 p.m., 5:30 p.m., 7:20 p.m. and 9:20 p.m. 
• Nightmare on Elm Street, Part 2 (R) - Valley Mall 
Roth Theatres, 1:25 p.m., 3:30 p.m., 5:30 p.m., 7:30 p.m. 
and 9:30 p.m. 
• After Hours (R) - Valley Mall Roth Theatres, 1:30 
p.m., 3:30 p.m., 5:30 p.m., 7:25 p.m. and 9:25 p.m. 
• Transylvania 6-5000 (PG) — Virginia Theatre, 7 p.m. 
and 9:30 p.m. 
• Magnum Force — Grafton-Stovall Theatre, 7 p.m. 
and 9:30 p.m. 
COMEDY 
• Professional   Comedians 
Sheraton Inn, $3 cover charge. 
Night      —   Scruple's, 
Friday 
THEATRE 
• A Midsummer Nights Dream 
Theatre, 8 p.m. 
— Latlmer-Shaeffer 
MUSIC 
• Yo-Yo Head, The Trl and Scream — The Mystic Den, 
$2 cover charge. 
• d.J. — Players, Midnight Madness, $1 cover charge. 
• Mark Patterson and the Midnight Special (country 
rock) — Courtyard (Rt. 250 east, Waynesboro), $3 cover 
charge. 
• d.J. — Calhoun's, $.50 cover charge. 
• Southern Transfer (country) — Gandy Dancer, $3 
cover charge. 
• d.J. — J.M.'s, $1 cover charge. *j* 
• Contraband — Scruples, $3 cover charge^- 
• J. G. Moesblad Quartet (Jazz) — Little Grill, $2 cover 
charge. 
• Dirty Deal — Scotland Yard, cover charge not 
available. 
• Happy Feet — Belle Meade, $3 cover charge. 
MOVIES 
• Back to the Future (PG) — Roth Theatres, 7 p.m. and 
9:10 p.m. 
• Starchaser (PG) — Roth Theatres, 7:15 p.m. and 9:15 
p.m. 
• King Solomons Mines (PG-13) — Roth Theatres, 7:30 
p.m. and 9:25 p.m. 
• Jagged Edge (R) — Valley Mall Roth Theatres, 1:10 
p.m., 3:15 p.m., 5:25 p.m., 7:30 p.m. and 9:40 p.m. 
• Once Bitten (PG-13) — Valley Mall Roth Theatres, 
1:30 p.m., 3:30 p.m., 5:30 p.m., 7:20 p.m. and 9:20 p.m. 
• After Hours (R) — Valley Mall Roth Theatres, 1:30 
p.m., 3:30 p.m., 5:30 p.m., 7:25 p.m. and 9:25 p.m. 
• Target (R) — Valley Mall Roth Theatres, 1 p.m., 3 
p.m., 5:15 p.m., 7:30 p.m. and 9:45 p.m. 
• That Was Then, This Is Now (R) - Virginia Theatre, 7 
p.m. and 9:05 p.m. 
• Heavenly Bodies — Grafton-Stovall Theatre, 7 p.m. 
and 9:30 p.m. 
•The Song Remains the Same — Grafton-Stovall 
Theatre, midnight. 
THEATRE 
•A Midsummer Nights Dream — Latlmer-Shaeffer 
Theatre, 8 p.m. 
Saturday 
MUSIC 
• Chuck Taylor and the All Stars — The Mystic Den, $2 
cover charge. 
• d.J. — Players, $1 cover charge. 
• Mark Patterson and the Midnight Special (country 
rock) — Courtyard (Rt. 250 east, Waynesboro), $3 cover 
charge. 
• Second Helping (rock) — Calhoun's, $2 cover charge. 
• Smoke House Band (country) — Gandy Dancer, $3 
cover charge. 
• d.J. — J.M.'s, dance contest, $1 cover charge. 
• Contraband — Scruples, $3 cover charge. 
• Ranten N Raven (country and bluegrass) — Little 
Grill, $1 cover charge. 
• Dirty Deal — Scotland Yard, cover charge not 
available. 
• Happy Feet — Belle Meade, $3 cover charge. 
MOVIES 
— Same as Friday's listing except for midnight movie in 
Grafton-Stovall. 
THEATRE 
• A Midsummer Night s Dream — Latimer-Shaeffer 
Theatre, 8 p.m. 
ISM SOUTH MIOM STMIET 
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HANmSOMBUNO, VIRGINIA 22*01 
DISTRIBUTERS OF 
Electronic Products 
and 
Electrical Supplies 
(703) 434-1751 
THE HI-FI PFOFESSOSIALS 
311D Three-Way 10' Loudspeaker 
■ 10"   liidh   compliance  wonfe 
■ V   ecuuatically   isolated 
311DC 
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208D Two-Way 8" loudspeaker 
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protected against   burnout 
- Walnut    finish 
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r Harrison ANTIQUES 
10k Gold Rings 
Trom $15 
Unique Christmas Gifts 
from $5 
We   offer   Lay-away 
Students 
14 Graham Si 
Downtown on the Square 
434-1074 
to 
CAR WASH 
VISIT OUR REMODELED UNIT 
SPRAY WASH 
BRUSH WASH 
SPRAY WAX 
ALL THREE for One Price 
Money Changer 
SOUTH MAIN RAVEN 
1501 S. Main St. 
Harrisonburg, Va. 
It *s a matter 
of style 
University Hairstylis 
1012 South Main St. 
433-9533 
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Happy Stores 
1500 S. Main St. 
Harrisonburg, Va. 
I Any deli sandwich 50$ OFF 
Dnas not inrliido hot rirtne ■ oes t i clu e t dogs 
or Special of the Month Sandwich 
Coupon expires Nov. 30 
I 
I 
-J 
Bud 6 pk. cans $2.59 Mil Best $1.69 
32 oz. Fountain Drink 55$ 
Gibbles Chips 2.25 oz. 2 for 1 
2 liter Pepsi 99<r 
Cigarette Cartons $7.29 
Harrisonburg Store Only 
Vee's Wace 
AMERICAN FOOD WITH AN ORIENTAL TOUCH 
Hickory smoked 
Chopped Beef or 
Pork   Barbeque 
Sandwich 
Now At Vee's ?)ace 
wlthJMU 
I.O. 99« 
rUg. »1.5S 
Expires 12/31/85 
Back By Popular Damand 
Th^RlbCage 
Phone 434-3003 
890 CanmtlAve. a) Reservoir St 
Harrisonburg, Va. 
.  Mon.-Th.   11 a.m. to 11 p.m. 
Fri. 11 a.m. to midnight 
Sat. noon to midnight 
Sun. noon to 10 p.m. 
HAPPY  HOUR 
uappy X^COPIES Hour       VY VW" amm 
3VzC 
Thru Nov. 30th 
kinko's 
Next to Wampler Theatre 
1010 South Main 
433-9287 
As a Marine Officer, you could be in charge of a a freshman or sophomore, ask about ourunder- 
Mach 2 + F/A-18A, a vertical take-off Harrier or graduate officer commissioning programs. If you're a 
one of our other jets or helicopters. And you could junior, checkout our graduate programs. Starting 
do it by the time you're 23. But it takes a special salaries are from $17,000 to $23,000. And 
commitment on your part Vfc   j    _^       ~ ~* 1 you can count on Go farther, i^^ ■^ demand leaders at all levels. W teach you to be one. If you're Hv'relookingfora few goodmen. 
AUTOMRTS 
6-Pack 
• Includes 
5 quarts of Big A oil 
with filter   . 
Sale Price $7.88 
We also make keys 
Mon-Fri 7:30 am ■ 6 pm 
Sat 8 am • 4 pm 
60 E. Rock St., Harrisonburg 
434-4418 
ANDERSON BROTHERO 
k SINCE 1876 l3 
THE STUDENT 
ALTERNATIVE 
WE BUY AND SELL JMU 
TEXTBOOKS   BEGINN- 
ING DEC. 12. 
1820 S. Main SI. 
Corner of S. Main ft Pleasant Mill Rd See 1st Lt Berger at the Warren Campus Center Nov 19-21 or call 703-982-6070 
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Deb Tyson 
Volleyball coach keeps things positive 
By David Blount 
The coach appears content on the 
bench, with elbows on knees and one 
hand to her chin. As the ball she wat- 
ches so intensely ricochets off the 
floor, she interrupts her nail-biting 
to motion her players into postion 
and to shout instructions for the next 
play. 
Her team lost the first of a five- 
game match. Tension is high with 
the score knotted in the second game 
and she knows another loss would 
almost close the door on any com- 
eback attempt. 
The game is volleyball and it 
thrives on emotion, so it is important 
everything is done under a positive 
atmosphere. 
JMU volleyball coach Deb Tyson 
believes in this philosophy and she 
has made that belief work on the 
court here. 
Tyson puts athletic experience at 
the top of the priority list, not wins 
and losses'. "An athlete helps the 
team by encouragement and support 
while doing the best to their ability," 
she said. 
JMU began playing volleyball on 
the intercollegiate level in 1969. Fif- 
teen years later, the Dukes establish- 
ed themselves as an Eastern 
volleyball power when they surprised 
the 1984 Eastern College Athletic 
Conference tournament field, winn- 
ing five straight matches to take the 
conference title. They advanced to 
the national championships in West 
Haven, Conn., where they lost to 
eventual national champion 
Portland State. The team's final 
record was 37 wins and 10 losses. 
The 1985 season brought high 
hopes and much enthusiasm, and the 
results have not been disappointing. 
JMU placed second in the Colonial 
Athletic Association Championships 
on Nov. 8-9 at George Mason 
University. JMU, the defending con- 
ference champs, lost 15-10, 15-8, 
15-8 to William and Mary in the 
championship match. Seniors 
Michele Mazza and Debi Griffith 
were named to the six-member all- 
conference team. 
The Dukes are currently the top- 
ranked team in the region at the 
Division II level, and entered the na- 
tional Top 20 poll at number 19. 
JMU, now 31-17 on .the year, will 
play Massachusetts at 8 p.m. Friday 
in the first round of ECAC play. 
Winning is nice, for sure. No one 
will deny that. But for Tyson, there 
is a different philosophy. It involves 
establishing a criterion for success, 
which Tyson believes is ope thing — 
experience. 
"Going through the experience 
helps you in a lot of things. It helps 
you rehearse things that occur later 
in life and will be beneficial if they 
are   handled    in    a   positive   at- 
mosphere." 
The roots of the third-year coach's 
philosophy are found at the beginn- 
ing of her competitive playing days 
at Louisburg (N.C.) Junior College 
in 1974 and she had a hand in group- 
ing   a   few   girls   together   in   the 
Head coach Deb Tyson. 
Staff photo by MING LEONQ 
school's first year program. 
She transferred to Guilford Col- 
lege and was a two-time all-state 
selection and twice voted the team's 
best defensive player. The 5-foot-6 
inch competitor credits hard work 
and opportunity as the key to her 
quick success. 
"I am just an average athlete, so I 
worked hard at it on my own. I real- 
ly just fell in love with game and 
quickly developed a passion for it." 
Opportunities for women in 
volleyball were not as abundant in 
the 1970s as they are now. Today the 
United States Volleyball Association 
trains young athletes through 
developmental programs. The 1984 
Olympic games also had a key in- 
fluence, she said, by giving the game 
publicity and respect as an athletic 
event, not just a social event. 
"Volleyball at one time was like a 
picnic," said Tyson with a smile. 
"You brought out the fried chicken 
and banana sandwiches—with a keg 
on the side-put nine people on one 
side and 12 on the other and played 
volleyball." 
Volleyball at JMU is no picnic. 
It's taken very seriously. She knew 
the move from coaching at a two- 
year college (Central Community 
College in Columbus, Neb.) to 
coaching at a four-year university 
would be a challenge. 
"I believe that you get out of 
something what you put into it. 
When I came here, I was real excited 
about stepping into a program that, 
administratively, had a lot of sup- 
port and was ready to give somebody 
the reins and say, 'Do what you 
think is best, meet the needs of our 
program.' The combination of 
this," Tyson said, "and working 
with a four-year athlete was a real 
big challenge for me and something 
that had been a goal for me since I'd 
started coaching." 
A key to JMU's success lies in 
recruiting, she said. Between her 
first and second years, Tyson 
brought in 11 new athletes. 
"I think my religious background 
helped me (in recruiting)," explained 
Tyson, who comes from a family 
that includes several generations of 
ministers. "It's like you're playing 
an evangelistic role as far as convinc- 
ing people of goals and com- 
mitments and sharing with them 
what JMU volleyball is going to 
become." 
See TYSON page 19*- 
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Towson State 
Tigers 
Location: Towson, Md. 
Enrollment: 9,600 
Conference: Independent 
1984 record: 9-4 
1985 record: 7-1-1 
Head coach: Phil Albert 
Albert's record: 95.-49-2 
Last week: Did not play 
Series record: JMU leads 5-3 
Basic offense: Pro I 
Basic defense: 3-4 
JMU will try to end a disappoin- 
ting season on a positive note when 
they entertain Division II national- 
ly ranked Towson State Saturday 
afternoon. 
The Dukes are coming off a 
frustrating 14-7 loss two weeks ago 
to VMI. JMU was held to just 222 
yards of total offense, and was on- 
ly able to enter Keydet territory 
once during the contest. 
JMU needs only 189 yards 
rushing against Towson State to 
break the team season rushing 
record of 2,628 yards. The Dukes 
are averaging 244 yards per game 
on the ground. 
Towson State has been national- 
ly ranked in Div. II since the start 
of the season, and have climbed as 
high as second in the polls. The 
Tigers have defeated all three Div. 
I-AA teams they have played this 
season, including Lafayette, who 
beat JMU earlier this season, and 
Delaware State, Dukes' head 
coach Joe Purzycki's old school. 
Quarterback Kurt Beathard, son 
of Washington Redskins general 
manager Bobby Beathard, leads 
Towson State. Beathard has 
thrown for 2,552 yards and 21 
touchdowns in nine games this 
season. He has thrown four 
touchdown passes in each of the 
games against Div. I-AA op- 
ponents this season. 
The Dukes have won six of their 
last seven season-closing games. 
JMU closed the year with a 24-14 
victory over the Tigers in  1984. 
JMU's game with the Tigers will 
be observed as Senior Day at JMU 
Stadium. 18 Dukes' players will be 
making their final appearances for 
JMU. 
Spend your Christmas Break 
with the JMU Ski Club at... 
Come to the ski trip meeting Wed. 
Nov. 20th at 8 P.M. in the Purple 
and Gold room in Godwin or call 
Don at 433-9477. 
JAMES MADISON UNIVERSITY 
MARCHING ROYAL DUKES 
proudly presents 
"STADIUM ECHOES" 
featuring halftime highlights of the 1985 season] 
Nov. 24,1985 
7:30 p.m. 
JMU Convocation Center 
Admission: $2 adults, $1 students/Ids 
TICKETS AVAILABLE AT THE DOOR 
For More Information Call X6656 
Women's team opens 
season against Virginia 
By Paul Bergeron 
staff writer 
The 1985 women's basketball 
team opens its season in Charlot- 
tesville tomorrow night at 7:30 p.m. 
against nationally ranked UVa. 
The matchup will enable the 
Dukes to see how good they are as 
they face a Cavalier team ranked as 
high as 13th by Women's Basketball 
Yearbook. 
"We will find out where we stand 
in a hurry by playing a strong oppo- 
nent. It will be a good measuring 
stick," said head coach Shelia Moor- 
man. 
JMU (22-7 in '84) is coming off its 
most productive season. Moorman 
has four healthy returning starters. 
Co-captain and point guard Flo 
Jackson (9.3 ppg) is the first of three 
returning junior starters. Forwards 
Betsy Witman (16.5, 13 games) and 
Julie Franken (8.6, leading re- 
bounder) round out the trio. 
Sophomore center Alisa Harris (11.2 
ppg) and freshman guard Missy 
Dudley round out the probable 
starters. 
Moorman cited the Cavaliers 
depth as their key to success. "The 
team has no stars, but ten equally 
talented players. They play a lot of 
players a lot of minutes and they can 
wear you down with a constant 
press. They remind you of 
Georgetown's men team." 
UVa has won the last six meetings 
including a 57-49 win here last year. 
Jackson feels the accumulating ex- 
perience the team has over three 
years makes them ready for a strong 
season starting tomorrow. "I am 
very confident we will win," said 
Jackson. 
Jackson, who set a JMU assist 
mark last year, will be looked to for 
more scoring this year. Witman, 
coming off surgery in August, is also 
a strong threat. Daphne Hawkins 
and Nancy Mayer are expected to 
lead Virginia in scoring. 
The Cavaliers defeated the Irish 
Olympic team 68-43 last week. 
Upcoming Schedule 
Nov. 22 
Nov. 25 
Nov. 27 
Dec.  3 
at Virginia 
Liberty 
at VCU 
Radford 
VUSTTOBETHEXr 
52 West Water St • Harrisonburg. VA . (703) 434-7647J 
MISTAEKES 
Everyone makes mistakes now and then. 
In a newspaper, it could be a misspelled 
name, a misheard quote, or a fact that's fic- 
tion. Maybe a story bordered on bad taste, 
was overplayed, or was not covered at all. 
Sometimes the newspaper prints a correction. 
Sometimes a mistake passes unnoticed. 
• If you see something in The Breeze that 
warrants correction, or if you have a question 
about coverage policy, call Gwen Fariss, 
editor, at (568)-6127. 
Or write her at The Breeze, JMU, Harrison- 
burg, VA 22807 
The Breeze listens. 
Because nobody's perfect. 
HELP A FRIEND BREAK 
A HABIT ON NOV. 21 
If you have friends who smoke, help them quit during the 
Great American Smokeoul on November 21. Keep a friend from 
smoking for one day. and you may keep a friend for life. 
Tyson 
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Freshman Chrissie Penas, a 
member of Tyson's second 
recruiting class, who followed in her 
coach's footsteps from Nebraska to 
Harrsionburg, described her coach 
as "very intense and demanding. She 
keeps you 'up' during the game," 
Penas said, "and in this game, your 
intensity level needs to stay up." 
The 27-year-old Tyson is an "up" 
person who describes herself as "real 
expressive and emotional." She says 
she is also "old-fashioned" when it 
comes to her philosophy on athletic 
experience and the positive at- 
mosphere she believes accompanies 
it. 
"We work hard at being suppor- 
tive," Tyson said, "not only because 
that produces the best volleyball 
team, but it also carries over to sup- 
porting each other off the court. Not 
only does that reflect our volleyball 
philosophy, but on working hard, 
being supportive and putting your 
best effort forward in whatever you 
do." 
Tyson's team won that nail-biting 
game, coming from behind to win in 
five games. The win exemplifies just 
what she tries to get across to her 
players — something that might best 
be explained by a message on the 
wall of her office. It reads: I want 
you to understand that the world is 
about people, that we'll get from 
them no more than we give, that we 
will always be happier human beings 
when we love than when we hate, 
when we help than when we hurt. 
fjEc ffEPanw 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 
ROLLERSKATING - Skate for 
free tonight at Skatetown USA 
from 7:30-10 p.m. Skate rental will 
be available. 
CANCELLATIONS — Recrea- 
tional swim will begin immediately 
after the swim meet Nov. 26. The 
weight and issue rooms, pool and 
sauna will be closed Nov. 27-Dec. 
1 for Thanksgiving. They will 
reopen on   the  regular schedule 
Dec. 2. 
Evening   aerobics   also   will   be 
cancelled Nov. 27. 
GOLF — Effective Jan. 1, 1986, 
the student fee for use of Lakeview 
Golf Course will be $2 with student 
ID. 
AEROBICS — Classes are held 
Monday-Friday   from   6:30-7:15 
p.m. in Godwin Hall gym. 
Classes  also are   held   Monday, 
Wednesday and Friday mornings 
from 7-7:45 a.m. in the gym. 
»♦♦♦♦♦♦♦ 
Darifft 
Complete Beauty Salon 
Specialist in 
COMPLETE BODY WAXING 
also visit our 
SUNTANA SUNSYSTEM 
Safe U.V.A. light 
SunSystem is GUARANTEED to tan anyone 
Special introductory offer, 10 visits $30 
Expires Nov. 30 Call for Appointment, 434-1617 624 Hawkins St. 
DOMINO'S 
PIZZA 
DELIVERS 
FREE. 
Call Us! 
433-2300 
31 Miller Circle 
433-3111 
22 Terrl Dr. 
We accept checks with proper I.D. 
and 20c service charge. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
1 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
X 
$1 OFF 
$1.00 off any one item or more 
pizza. One coupon per pizza. 
Expires: 12/15/85 
Dinner 
Special 
Anytime after 4 p.m., order a 
large 2 item pizza and 4 Cokes 
and get $2.00 off. One coupon 
per pizza. 
Expires: 12/15/85 
* 
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Viewpoint 
Visiting hours 
Dorm visitation restrictions at JMU are an example of rules that ig- 
nore a reality nobody wants to believe. 
Let's face it. Visitation restrictions are a joke. Residence hall staffs 
rarely enforce them, especially in the male dorms, and even where 
they are enforced they are easily evaded. 
The restrictions exist only to impress parents of prospective 
students that JMU has reputable social standards. But in reality they 
do little to segregate the sexes on this campus except to prevent 
students from doing late-night studying together after the library is 
closed. 
JMU should start enforcing the present visitation policies if it's go- 
ing to bother keeping them on the book& It would be better than the 
farcical restrictions in place now but it would also be a step into the 
past. The most logical thing to do would be to go to a 24-hour visita- 
tion policy, at least for some of the dorms. The school will have to 
change the alcohol policy, which is tied to visitation in the residence 
lifestyles, soon, so why not change both? 
Removing visitation restrictions would not turn dorm life into a co- 
ed orgy. Most living arrangements in the real world are co-ed, 
especially in today's condo-filled society. Why should college be any 
different? 
JMU has fewer co-ed dorms than most other schools in Virginia, like 
George Mason University and Virginia Tech. Virginia Tech is currently 
considering a 24-hour visitation policy for most of their dorms. JMU 
should think about doing the same if it wants to stop pretending that 
its students don't stay all night in dorms of the opposite sex. 
The above editorial was written by Charles Lundy and Brian Rawdon and is the opinion of The 
Breeze's editorial board. 
The board consists of editorial editor Brian Rawdon, assistant editorial editor Charles Lundy, 
editor Gwen Fariss, and managing editor Cay Fultz. 
Opinions expressed in Viewpoint and Reader's Forum are not necessarily those of the students, 
faculty, or administration of JMU. 
Reagan, Gorbachev summit all up 
This week in Geneva the two superpowers are 
meeting face to face trying to negotiate issues that 
concern the entire globe. The decisions being made 
b> the United States and the Soviet Union are be- 
ing monitered, scrutinized and dissected by the 
media. 
Unfortunately, little or no actual dialogue bet- 
ween the two leaders is available to the public. 
However, The Breeze, through its contacts within 
the Pblitburo, was able to obtain the following ex- 
erps from the meeting between Ronald Reagan and 
Mikhail Gorbachev. 
"Mr. President, I just can't permit you to go on 
with your plans to put killer satellites up in space." 
"But why?" 
"I think you know we're not going to permit this 
blatant disregard of the nifty first strike threat." 
"Well you obviously want to neutralize my 
bargaining chip." 
"1 didn't know we were playing poker." 
"Don't get cute. Leave that to me." 
"Look, can you just try to be a little more flexi- 
ble." 
"How can you say that. I already dropped my 
demand that your soldiers wear reflecting arm 
bands in combat." 
"I have to admit, that was a positive step." 
"Well, can you give a little on the nonsense 
you're  involved  in  down  in  El  Salvador  and 
Nicaragua." 
"What nonsense?" 
"It is our hemisphere, you know." 
"There are no hemispheres when the masses are 
being put down by capitalist pig oppressors." 
"I don't think there's any reason to resort to 
name calling, Mikhail." 
"I am merely trying to open more honest chan- 
nels of communication, comrade." 
"Don't call me comrade!" 
"My point is, your friends, the contras, are un- 
controllable vicious political carnivores." 
From left field 
Harry Atwood 
"I agree we have minor problems, trying to 
channel their aggression in a more productive man- 
ner, but the contras are generally good people." 
"So I guess those death squads are just good 
people having good fun." 
"Well you haven't exactly been the tooth fairy 
in Afghanistan." 
"The tooth fairy?" 
"Of course you wouldn't know who she is. She's 
an American. But back to your atrocities. The 
treatment   of   the   Jews   in   your   country   is 
abhorrent." 
"If you're talking about that trouble-maker, 
Andrei Sakharov, he's a dangerous dissident. 
We're peaceful people. We don't want to see any 
unnecessary violence." 
"For peaceful people you sure did a number on 
that KAL 007 plane a couple of years ago." 
"Why do you want to bring up things of the 
past? You don't see me bringing up the Cuban 
missile crises, do you?" 
"That was your fault too." 
"Let's not start pointing fingers, Ronny." 
"Don't call me Ronny!" 
"Relax, Ronny." 
"Why you. . . you. . . you communist!" 
"Thank you." 
"I didn't mean it like that. I meant to say you 
have a big birthmark on your head." 
"Oh yeah, well your nose isn't looking too sharp 
and you never could act!" 
"I could to." 
"Could not." 
"Could to." 
"What do you call 'Bedtime For Bonzo.' " 
"That was a bad career move and I fired my 
agent." 
"t Jou're callin8 that mess a career, huh?" 
Yeah, well your mother is a Bulgarian border 
guard." 
Harry Atwood is a senior majoring in English 
V 
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Readers' Forum 
WMRA I WJMR 
The station feud 
To the editor 
Andrew Warner's Nov. 18 letter to The Breeze 
was an understandable classical music enthusiast's 
reply to the accusations made by Steve Malo that 
WMRA does not program "real" music. That sug- 
geston was mindless and absurd. However, Mr. 
Warner in turn made some rather narrow-minded 
judgments of his own. 
Mr. Warner, who are you to predict that Adam 
Ant will not be remembered 100 years from now? 
I'm no Adam Ant fan myself but hundreds of 
years ago, who would have thought that Ludwig 
Von Beethoven's Symphony Number 5 would still 
be played in 1985 on a small public radio station in 
Harrisonburg? Don't condemn modern popular 
music simply because you don't hold any special 
appreciation for it. That narrow-mindedness 
makes your remarks no more credible than Mr. 
Malo's. 
Let me make a distinction to clear up any 
misconceptions students may have about WMRA 
and the proposed WJMR. WMRA is a public radio 
station owned and operated by JMU serving the 
Shenandoah Valley as an alternative to local com- 
mercial radio stations playing only mainstream 
rock, Top 40 and country music. With its varied 
format of classical, bluegrass, jazz, blues and even 
popular black music on "Ebony in Perspective," 
WMRA supplies the Shenandoah Valley with pro- 
gramming listeners can find nowhere else. Don't 
even say that "no one would want to" because that 
is not true. WMRA has a definite audience stret- 
ching throughout the campus into Harrisonburg 
and the surrounding areas. This is what JMU 
decided WMRA should be and for the past 10 
years that is what it has been and will continue to 
be. 
"But wait," you say, "then that was a bad deci- 
sion. A campus radio station should be for the 
campus, not for the surrounding areas!" Okay, 
that's reasonable, but in being what it is, WMRA 
offers telecommunications majors an alternative 
too. There are universities all across the state with 
student radio stations by the students and for the 
students. These are fun stations but many of the 
students working in them do not necessarily have 
any career interests in broadcasting. They find it 
entertaining and exciting to play their favorite 
music for others to enjoy and there's nothing 
wrong with that. 
And then there's WMRA, which has undertaken 
the challenge to serve as a training ground for 
young potential broadcasters with a highly profes- 
sional community public radio station. Upwards 
of 40 students per semester take one credit practica 
and three credit internships at WMRA and get 
hands-on training in professional facilities. And 
you do learn at WMRA. You learn more about 
professional broadcasting than you can possibly 
learn at a radio station staffed entirely by students. 
WMRA serves a definite purpose in the com- 
munity as well as a part of the communications 
program at JMU. If JMU is going to continue its 
quest to be the best school in the East, then it needs 
such innovative, non-conformist programs like 
WMRA to make it unique. 
But Mr. Malo is also right. The JMU students 
who do not listen to WMRA outnumber those who 
do, but that is to be expected. For those students, 
there should be a campus radio station by the 
students and for the students to satisfy those who, 
as previously mentioned, sincerely enjoy playing 
their favorite music for others to enjoy. That's 
where WJMR comes in; not in competition with 
WMRA but rather as a complement to it. WJMR 
will bring broadcasting students an alternative to 
the alternative. 
Just imagine how a potential telecommunica- 
tions student would view JMU's program if it had 
two radio stations fo offer; one with pulse- 
pounding, flame-throwing rock and roll and one 
with proven, revered classical symphonies with 
that professional touch that sets it apart from 
other campus radio stations. That's what WJMR 
could do, and that's why we need it, too. WMRA 
and WJMR; let's make everybody happy. 
Bill Gordon 
sophomore 
communication arts 
The Real World 
Q 0 ^ If &* 4 £$**& 
Nutrition 
lacking at 
PC Dukes 
To the editor 
The SGA should approve a proposed bill 
that would increase the amount of coatract 
money spent at PC Dukes to $2.50.-If in- 
creasing contract money is not possible then 
they should consider bringing contract 
specials to the facility. The present amount 
afforded to students is S2.1S and (hat small 
sum is not enough to provide for a well- 
balanced meal. PC Dukes is becoming a 
snack bar and not a nutritious option to 
D-Hall. 
Presently, students cannot buy a 
cheeseburger, french fries and a small soft 
drink (a total of $2.18) without going over 
the allotted amount. And if you want to 
substitute a chicken filet sandwich, the least 
costly of PC's chicken, you had better be 
prepared to spend an extra 32 cents. The piz- 
za is good but it costs $2 and the 15 cents left 
over is not enough for a small soft drink (42 
cents). ( 
Contract specials is another option to con- 
sider. They would give students a full meal 
without making them pay extra. This worked 
for Dukes' Grill, why not at PC Dukes? 
Something must be done about this pro- 
blem. PC Dukes is a nice dining facility and a 
good addition tg the JMU campus, but it is 
here to serve the needs of the students. Right 
now, the students, needs are not being met. 
Angela Walker 
Junior 
communication arts 
by Keith Turner 
mmnn     / 
Keith Turner is a sophomore majoring in history. 
s 
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$2.99 
$3.39 
$3.99 
$2.59 
JIFFY 66 & MARKET 
Port Republic Rd., Harrisonburg 
We check ID '* 
JMU checks accepted with I.O. 
COORS Re^' & Light NR 12 pt «, „, 
COORS Reg &LM2pk  «:: 
GOEBEL12pk..   
MOLSON Beer, Ale, & Lt .....'.'.' 
WHITE MTN. COOLER  
BUD Reg & Lt NR  
M|CHELOB '.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.]'.'.'.'..'. 
M'CKEY'S  !?•" 
SSg"-8*11 ...::ttu'v«kiS 
OLDMIL mm* 12pk$4-59 
ST pAULI 6PK *229   12PK UM 
THE BULL ::::::::::;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; Jjj 
SNR;:::;: 6pk$1w 12pk*<9 0LD
 
MIL
" 7.7/.7.7/.V///////////////////. ^ £g 
KEQS: 
LONQNECKS: 
OLD MIL $8.99 dep. 
COORS $10.29 dep. 
COORS LIGHT    ... .$10.29 dep. 
BUSCH $7.99 dep. 
BUD $9.99 dep. 
COORS (Vi)$34.99    (V«)$21.99 
BUD (V.)$38.50    (V«)$21.99 
OLD
 MIL ('/,)$27.99    <'/i.)$16.95 
BUSCH., (V»)$28.99 
MILLER (Va)$35.99    (V4>$21.99 
SCHAEFFER <V,)$24.99 
BULL (Va)$27.99 
STROHS (V.)$26.99 
BLUE RIBBON('/i)$27.95 <'/.)$15.99 
MICHELOB...('/,)$41.99 <'/i)$27.99 
KILLIANS RED (V4)S41.99 
CIGARETTES .Reg $7.19 
100's$7.49 
DR. PEPPER 1 PEPSI 
Bpkcans $1.59 
Milk 1 gallon $1 99 
SANDWICHES,  PAPERS,   MAGAZINES, 
& SNACKS 
The Phillips 66 across from Ho-Jo's 
Open 7 days 6 am till 12 pm 
, 433-8559 
I.D. s must have valid driver's liscense. 
One test where only 
you know the score. 
(Check One) 
Yes      No 
DD Do you want to be the only one who knows when you use an early 
pregnancy test? 
Would you prefer a test 
that's totally private to 
perform and totally 
private to read? 
□    I        1   Would you like a test 
that's portable, so you 
'       ■ can carry it with you and 
read it in private? 
DD And how about a simple, one step test with a dra- matic color change that's 
easy to read and is 98% 
accurate? 
ff you checked "Yes" to 
the above, EPT PLUS is for 
you. Use it, and only you 
will know your test score. 
OPEN 24 HOURS 
RESTAURANT 
FOR THE MIDNIGHT MUNCHIES: 
Early Bird Special 
(Served 10:30 p.m. - 6:30 a.m.) 
2Egg*,Hodibrowm, Toast 
$125 
IAcross from W Visa & Master Charge A£J 
) 
OUR NURSING 
SCHOLARSHIP WILL HELP 
YOUR NURSING PLANS 
If high tuition costs 
are jeopardizing your 
future in nursing, Army 
ROTC may have just 
what the doctor ordered: 
An Army ROTC 
scholarship. 
ROTC   recently 
aside    hundreds 
scholarships   soley 
nursing   students 
yourself. 
Each one covers full tui- 
tion,   books  and  other 
set 
of 
for 
like 
Ami 
supplies, and pays you 
up to $1,000 each school 
year it's in effect. 
So make an appoint- 
ment to find out more 
about an Army ROTC 
scholarship. Contact 
your professor of 
Military Science today. 
_„ ARMY ROTC. BE ALL YOU CAN BE. 
Cpt.ChrisiopherS.Kemch 
DcprofMiliury Science 
lArmy ROTC) 568-6264/6355 
■ 
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Two men. Not soldiers. Not heroes. Just dancers. Willing to risk their lives for freedom and each other 
A TAYLOR HACKFORD FILM 
WHITE NIGHTS 
COLUMBIA PICTURES PRESENTS A NEW VISIONS PRODUCTION MIKHAIL BARYSHNIKOV - GREGORY HINES WHITE NIGHTS' 
STARRING GERALDINE PAGE HELEN MIRREN JERZY SKOLIMOWSKI,   : ISABELLA ROSSELLINI ■ MUSIC SCORE BY MICHEL COLOMBIER 
MUSIC SUPERVISED BY PHIL RAMONE CHOREOGRAPHY BY TWYLA THARP SCREENPLAY BY JAMES GOLDMAN AND ERIC HUGHES 
STORY BY JAMES GOLDMAN PRODUCED BY TAYLOR HACKFORD AND WILLIAM S. GILMORE JIRECTED BY TAYLOR HACKFORD 
I'i;  n r»m«isiino«ci!c»uiio«io |) |?   |.   |>  H   | s ■    s ■     IS   i 
"SAY YOU SAY ME" 
[Tim IOMCI 
LIONEL RICHIE 
'SEPARATE LIVES' 
llOVt TMCMflt 
PHIL COLLINS    MARILYN MARTIN 
Date: Sunday, Nov. 24 
Time: 2 p.m. 
Location:   Grafton-Stovall Theatre 
FREE PASSES available at 
the UPB Box office starting 
Thursday, Nov. 21. 
"*^D 
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world 
Summit talks spur reactions 
Reagan, Gorbachev 
make 'good progress' 
GENEVA (AP) — President Reagan and 
Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev Wednesday 
held three hours of talks on the final day of 
their superpower summit and made "good pro- 
gress" but instructed aides to continue meeting 
because "some work remains to be done." 
White House spokesman Larry Speakes, who 
summarized the day's events, said there had 
been "broad areas of agreement" but indicated 
that nothing was firm or final. 
Speakes did not reveal the substance of the 
talks but said,' "The United States is committed 
to finding areas of agreement." 
Speakes confirmed that discussions included 
arms control, but declined to break the news 
blackout imposed from the start. 
Winding up their talks, Reagan and Gor- 
bachev met privately, accompanied only by in- 
terpreters, and then held two rounds of discus- 
sions with aides. The afternoon session was 
unexpectedly interrupted by a recess while aides 
debated "whether and how" to report the 
meeting. 
Donald Regan upsets 
American feminists 
GENEVA (AP) — The leaders of the United 
States and the Soviet Union Wednesday entered 
the fray over White House chief of staff Donald 
T. Regan's remark that women don't unders- 
tand human rights, arms control or other 
weighty issues being discussed at the super- 
power summit. 
Regan had told a Washington Post reporter 
that he thought women would be more in- 
terested in the activities of the U.S. and Soviet 
first ladies than in the meetings between Presi- 
dent Reagan and Soviet leader Mikhail Gor- 
bachev. 
Asked about the remarks by his chief of staff, 
Reagan said, "I don't think he meant for it to 
be interpreted in that way at all. He was simply 
adding to that interest, that they also had an in- 
terest in children and a human touch. I think 
that I know his views on the entire subject better 
than most." 
American feminists demanded an apology 
from the White House chief of staff. 
Ellie Smeal, president of the National 
Organization for Women, said she "was glad to 
learn the president took Bonzo to Geneva with 
him." 
Jesse Jackson steps 
into summit spotlight 
GENEVA (AP) — The Rev. Jesse Jackson, 
stepping briefly into the summit spotlight, met 
with Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev on Tues- 
day and raised questions about ending the arms 
race and the Soviet Union's human rights per- 
formance. 
Gorbachev defended his country's human 
rights record, telling Jackson there is no 
"Jewish problem" in the Soviet Union. 
Jackson and a delegation of peace activists 
delivered a petition, with more than 1 million 
signatures, calling for an end to the arms race. 
Jackson said Gorbachev told him that stopp- 
ing the buildup of nuclear weapons had been the 
main topic of conversation during the first day 
of his summit with President Reagan. 
The civil rights leader later defended his trip 
to Geneva against criticism that he went there 
seeking publicity, saying "there was no hostility 
in our mission. They know we have a right to be 
here, as well as a moral imperative." 
Jackson met with Gorbachev for about 45 
minutes during a break in the summit talks. 
Two rival mobs 
battle with spears; 
6 people killed 
JOHANNESBURG, South Africa (AP) — 
Police said that two rival black mobs of about 
1,000 members each battled with spears and 
clubs early Wednesday near Durban and that six 
people were killed. 
A police spokesman said the fighting near 
Durban had nothing to do with politics, and of- 
ficials listed no new deaths as a result of anti- 
apartheid violence. Six blacks were killed Tues- 
day, and nine died Sunday and Monday. 
Police Capt. Vincent Heunis said the fighting 
was between ethnic Zulus and Pondo tribesmen 
in Malagazi shantytown south of the Durban 
airport. 
The two groups are known to hold grudges 
that go back decades. 
nation by the way 
Syringes tested in L.A. poison threat 
LOS ANGELES (AP) — Syringes linked to        cramps," said the letter, which bore a Los 
threats of poisoned food at a Southern Califor-        Angeles postmark, 
nia supermarket chain were tested Tuesday.                 Syringes  were found  at   five  Alpha  Beta 
Meat, cheese and some fruits and vegetables        markets listed in the letter, and tests were being 
were removed from shelves after a letter warned         conducted on them, officials said, 
that meat and produce at 42 Alpha Beta stores            "I want to stress that no evidence of product 
had been  injected with  non-lethal doses of        contamination has been found. However, as a 
poison.                                                                       precaution, certain products have been removed 
"The dose of insecticide is not intended to         from shelves," said Bill Wade, a senior vice 
cause any more than vomiting and stomach         president for Alpha Beta. 
Americans say 'nyet 
to new Russian line 
from Cabbage Patch 
WEST HARTFORD, Conn. (AP) — Many 
consumers apparently have been saying "nyet" 
to a new line of Cabbage Patch dolls dressed in 
Russian costumes, but the manufacturer says it 
expects increased sales because of the Geneva 
summit. 
The dolls, dressed in a red Cossack tunic and 
black-fur cap, are one of several in the new 
World Travelers line of Cabbage Patch Kids. 
Other dolls are dressed in Scottish, Dutch, 
Chinese and Spanish outfits. They sell for $8 
more than the original models. 
The dolls are supposed to be American 
tourists, and they come with mock passports, 
airline - tickets and luggage. They also have 
T-Shirts with slogans, such as, "I Went to 
Russia." 
Constance   Harper,    King's   long-time 
UOn   KinG   dCQUlttGCl                       associate, was convicted of three counts of at- 
-   .                         .              .                              tempted tax evasion by the jury of nine women 
Of  taX  eVaSIOn   ChargeS           and three men lhai heard the seven-week trial. 
NEW YORK (AP) — Boxing promoter Don           "Only in America," a visibly relieved but 
King was acquitted Tuesday of charges that he       unusually subdued King said as he left the cour- 
evaded income taxes on hundreds of thousands        troom. He paused to thank each juror personal- 
of dollars that he allegedly skimmed from his       ly, signed autographs for five jurors and then 
company, Don King Productions.                            gave one of them the pen that he used. 
• 
